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If you grew up in postwar America, chances are you lived in or next to a ranch-style house. And the things
we loved about ranches when we liked Ike are still attractive—perhaps more so—today: the liberation that
comes with open-plan living, the casual feel of easy kitchen access, the comfort of having bedrooms and
children near at hand, the convenience of one-level living, and the everyday luxury of smooth indoor-outdoor
flow. So it’s no surprise that the ranch is in style again—and this book showcases the best of it. Whether that
style is the mid-century modern of Corbusier and the Eameses, or the cross-cultural awareness of the sixties,
or the Pop Art and plastic of the seventies, Ranch House Style offers inspiration and instruction on re-
creating these looks in your own home.

But this book isn’t just for style mavens with professional decorators. Because if there’s any one completely
American, democratic architectural style, it’s the ranch house. Ranches, in all their glory (and sometimes
utter lack of it), are everywhere, usually affordable, just waiting for the right shag carpet to restore their
hipness, the right flea-market find to liven up that patio. And Ranch House Style shows how—with
examples of the ranch’s flexibility for any decorating style, from Victorian and French Country to
thoroughly contemporary, from primary homes in the suburbs to vacation getaways on the shore, from
vintage gems to newly built originals. It also shows how to solve the special challenges that come with one-
story living in a decades-old house, including how to expand into today’s more spacious footprints, how to
renovate for modern amenities, and how best to use the ranch’s typically large plot of land.

Remarkably, there hasn’t been a book on ranches available in decades. Despite the millions that exist across
the entire country, the ranch has been ignored by the high-design community. To address that insult to ranch
lovers, Ranch House Style also includes thoroughly researched, authoritative material on the style’s history,
sociological context, architects, designers, and furniture. This is a serious work that stands alone in its field,
in addition to being a beautiful, inspirational, and practical decorating book.

So come visit the ranch—both the remarkably familiar and the strikingly original, from modest to luxurious,
in styles from charming to mod—available in neighborhoods everywhere, here showing in all its coolness.
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From reader reviews:

Joan Burton:

Why don't make it to be your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important take action, like
looking for your favorite book and reading a publication. Beside you can solve your long lasting problem;
you can add your knowledge by the book entitled Ranch House Style. Try to face the book Ranch House
Style as your good friend. It means that it can to get your friend when you feel alone and beside regarding
course make you smarter than before. Yeah, it is very fortuned to suit your needs. The book makes you much
more confidence because you can know almost everything by the book. So , we should make new experience
and knowledge with this book.

Micah Best:

Book is to be different for each grade. Book for children until eventually adult are different content. As you
may know that book is very important for all of us. The book Ranch House Style has been making you to
know about other expertise and of course you can take more information. It is very advantages for you. The
reserve Ranch House Style is not only giving you more new information but also to get your friend when you
sense bored. You can spend your own personal spend time to read your reserve. Try to make relationship
while using book Ranch House Style. You never sense lose out for everything in the event you read some
books.

William McClanahan:

In this 21st millennium, people become competitive in each and every way. By being competitive currently,
people have do something to make these people survives, being in the middle of the actual crowded place
and notice by simply surrounding. One thing that at times many people have underestimated this for a while
is reading. Yep, by reading a reserve your ability to survive enhance then having chance to stand than other
is high. In your case who want to start reading a new book, we give you this particular Ranch House Style
book as beginner and daily reading guide. Why, because this book is more than just a book.

Omar Lamm:

Information is provisions for folks to get better life, information nowadays can get by anyone in everywhere.
The information can be a knowledge or any news even an issue. What people must be consider any time
those information which is inside former life are challenging to be find than now could be taking seriously
which one works to believe or which one typically the resource are convinced. If you have the unstable
resource then you obtain it as your main information we will see huge disadvantage for you. All those
possibilities will not happen inside you if you take Ranch House Style as your daily resource information.
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